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I. GENERAL DESCRIPTION
A. Date
B. Department
C. Course Number
D. Course Title
E. Course Outline Preparer

F. Department Chairperson

G. Dean

II. COURSE SPECIFICS
A. Hours

B. Units
C. Prerequisites

Corequisites
Advisories

D. Course Justification

E. Field Trips
F. Method of Grading
G. Repeatability

Lecture - 3 (52.5 total)
Laboratory - 3 (52.5 total)
Conference - 1 (17.5 total)
3
CS 160B or demonstration of exit skills
None
None
This course is the first of two advanced
courses in Linux System Administration.
Built on the foundation of the introductory
courses CS160A and CS160B it is the first
in a sequence to develop skills for
employment in the administration of a Linux
server. It is a core requirement of our
Unix/Linux Administration Certificate and
is designed to prepare students for an
industry-standard Linux certification.
No
Letter, Pass/No Pass
o

III. CATALOG DESCRIPTION
The administration of a Linux server. Prepares students for industry certification and
entry-level employment in System Administration. Topics include process control,
system monitoring, filesystem preparation and maintenance, logical volumes, encrypted
filesystems, basic servers and the firewall, virtual machines, startup and shutdown, user
accounts, periodic tasks, security issues and installations.

IV. MAJOR LEARNING OUTCOMES
Upon completion of this course a student will be able to:

A. Configure default NFS, ftp and http servers and the firewall settings to access
them.

B. Identify CPU/memory intensive process-es, set and adjust process priority with
nice and renice, and kill processes.

c. Understand the importance of local system log information, its vulnerability, and
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configure its forwarding to a remote server.
D. Describe the pathways to direct root access of a Linux system and demonstrate

how to disable each of them.
E. Configure the boot process to control which services are available.
F. Create physical partitions and configure encrypted and unencrypted filesystems

on them.
G. Create and configure logical volumes.
H. Add, remove and modify user accounts.
I. Schedule tasks for periodic execution.
J. Use archiving and compression utilities to archive and restore data.
K. Install and clone virtual machines.
L. Restore SELinux file contexts after installing, restoring, or copying data.
M. Install packages.

V.CONTENT
A. Introduction to System Administration

1. The System Administrator's job
2. Privileges and responsibilities of being root.

B. Review and extension of basic Unix/Linux concepts and skills important in
System Administration
1. Information kept about data: inode and directory information
2. Investigate command resolution: the type, whereis and which commands
3. Basic permissions and umask
4. Filter command output using grep
5. Edit in non-interactive mode using sed
6. Transfer files between systems using scp and sftp
7. Information kept about users

C. Essential administrative tools and skills
1. Discretionary Access Control - the complete picture

a. extended attributes
b. access-control lists

2. Compare files and directories using diff
3. Ascertain file type using file
4. Search the filesystem using locate and find
5. Apply commands to lists using shell loops and find -exec
6. Configure basic network parameters such as the IP address, DNS, and the

hostname
7. Create effective shell scripts for administrative functions

D. Getting help
1. The manual (man)

a. Sections of the man manual
b. Format of a man page
c. How to install local pages
d. Configuration of the man search path
e. man -k, the whatis database, and its maintenance

2. The info system
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3. Other local documentation
E. Basic network services

1. Remote access using ssh
2. Automation of remote access using ssh keys
3. Configuration of default network ftp, NFS and http servers

F. Process control
1. The process life cycle: fork and exec and the parent-child relationship
2. Manipulation of process priorities
3. Process monitoring using ps, top and /proc
4. Process control: signals, traps and the kill command
5. Process hard and soft limits: ulimit

G. System monitoring
1. Basic system monitoring using top, sar and vmstat
2. Configuration of the system logger rsyslog
3. Control of log file growth using logrotate
4. Forwarding log messages to a secure server
5. Accessing GUI programs remotely using ssh -x and VNC

H. Becoming root
1. Security issues of becoming root: su vs login
2. Controlling each pathway to direct root access
3. Granting limited privileges

a. Grant access to specific privileged commands using sudo
b. Configure a collaborative directory based on a group using set-group-id

(sgid) permission
c. Alter of the effective user or group-id of executables at invocation using

sgid and set-user-id (suid) permissions
d. Create public directories using the sticky permission

I. Startup and shutdown
1. The boot process
2. Protecting root during boot using a boot loader password and sulogin and how

to circumvent both
3. The initialization process

a. init jobs and configuration
b. System 5 compatibility mode

1. Simulated runlevel
2. Subsystems, subsystem scripts, and chkconfig

c. Master initialization (rc) scripts
4. Customizing system configuration at startup
5. Immediate and delayed system shutdown

J. The filesystem
1. Components of standard linux filesystems
2. Partitioning and filesystem creation
3. Device files
4. The file system ~able (fstab) and mount table (mtab)
s. Mounting and uriinounting using device files, labels, UUIDs, and NFS

filesystems
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6. Logical volumes
a. Command-line creation and management
b. Creation and management using the logical volume manager

7. Configuration of LUKS (encrypted) filesystems and logical volumes
8. The automounter
9. Checking filesystems

K. Managing user accounts
1. Structure and use of the passwd, group and shadow files
2. Addition, removal, and configuration of user accounts using the GUI and

command-line administrative tools
3. Authentication using existing NIS or LDAP services
4. Shell initialization scripts

L. Delayed and periodic tasks
1. Scheduling delayed execution using at
2. Periodic program execution with anacron and cron using user and system

crontabs
M. Archive utilities

1. tar
2. cpio
3. rsync
4. use of these utilities to perform simple backup procedures

N. Use and configuration of KVM virtual machines
1. Using the virt-manager GUI
2. Basic command-line access using virsh
3. Cloning virtual machines
4. Installation of virtual machines

O. Security issues
1. Effective passwords
2. Basic firewall settings
3. Security-enhanced Linux (SELinux) basics

a. Set enforcing and permissive modes
b. List file and process contexts.
c. Restore contexts

4. Securing VNC
P. Installations

1. Package installations using rpm and yum
2. yum repository configuration
3. Direct (GUI) installation on a virtual machine

VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY
A. Assignments

1. In-class assignments - guided exercises to perform system administration
tasks such as
a. Add users to the system
b. Modify system startup procedures and the mix of running services
c. Add partitions, physical filesystems and logical volumes
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2. Out-of-class assignments such as
a. Remotely accessing and configuring virtual machines
b. Writing system administration shell scripts to perform system monitoring

functions.
B. Evaluation

1. Student shell-scripting assignments as described above that demonstrate
abilities to code system administration tasks.

2. In-class written exams that demonstrate abilities to configure servers and
understanding of the concepts involved.

3. In-class practical exams that demonstrate problem-solving abilities on a live
physical or virtual machine.

c. Textbooks and other Instructional Materials
1. On-line assignments, exercises and lecture notes.
2. Unix and Linux System Administration Handbook (4th Ed), Nemeth et aI,

Prentice-Hall, 2011
3. RHCSA/RHCE Red Hat Linux Certification Study Guide (6th Ed), Michael

lang, McGraw-Hill, 2011

VII. TITLE 5 CLASSIFICATION
CREDIT/DEGREE APPLICABLE (meets all standards of Title 5. Section 55002(a)).
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